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This paper illustratesａ simple model for representing the choices available to participants
in classroom interaction. Representing choice within a simple　model of exchange structure
responds to ａ weakness of structural models by acknowledging that discourse is a dynamic,
participant-managed system. While the strength of a structural model is stillits potential
for revealing the effect of speakers' contributions as an objective consequence independently
of the context of situation, it can also describe with some precision the nature of the
actual (unequal) distribution of the choices theoretically available to all participants as
they negotiate their pedagogical roles･.
The main danger inherent in the search for ａ simple representation of discourse structure
is the exclusion of the dynamic and apparently unpredictable way in which participants
manage their interaction as they adjust to each others' contributions.　Hoey (1991a:81）
suggests that “in ･naturally･ occurring dialogue, ａ speaker has ａ great deal 0f choice as to
what he or she does next”. This paper will attempt to elucidate the犬relationship between
structure and choice ｉ:ｎclassroom interaction and will then suggest how an　element ：of
choice can be integrated into ａ simple representation of one common type of classr叩ｍ
exchange, the “eliciting exchange”.
A simple model of exchange structure is deliberately reductionist, its main aim being to
achieve ａ measure of independence from contextual features of discourse. Sinclair(1992:88）
argues that “the need for ａ level 0f discourse, where the higher patterns of language can
be described without reference to any particular social use, is fairly obｖioｕS”.When an
exchange model focuses only on the way elements of structure function in relation to each
other as ａ“partly autonomous system”(Stubbs (1983:8), it is possible to assess 曲e
observable effect of discourse without reference to any features of context or to any school
０ｆthought within th（field of discourse (classroom language teaching in the case of this
study). Intuitive judgement about the purpose of a speaker's contribution is also reduced to
ａ minimum. Ａ speaker's purpose is only inferred at ａ later stage of analysis from the
cumulative effect of　his　or　her　contributions　in　ａ　representative　sample　of　typical
classroom discourse. This independence can, paradoxically, be particularly revealing about
the social use of discourse in particular contexts.
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Conteχｔ of Situation　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　▽　　　＝　　犬　　　　　　犬
Given the variety of uses of the term“discourse",｡｡it will be＼鋤e（ihere to refer only to
spoken language as ･itis used in interaction and "discourseトanalysis” will only refer to the
structural analysis of spoken interaction. A structural model in 柿iS restricted seﾘse ･is in
itself insufficientイor a complete description of interactionﾄin any partiむular context: it is
likely to be used alongside other research tools within a wider:research project. Proposing
an independent level of analysis focusing only on the immediate context ofﾚdiscourse does
not　deny　the　influence　of　the　wider　context　on　:姐teraction.　Ultimatelyレclassroom
interaction has to be understood and interpreted in terms of the different features of the
situational context in which it is enacted. This ･面per will confine itselfﾚto the relationship
between the structural choices available to participants in eχchanges and just one feature
of conteχt， the=“tenor”of interaction.　　　　=｀　　＝　　　･･
Stubbs (1983:7/8) suggests that“it is principally through Conversational interaction, the
give-and-take　of　everyday　multi-party　discourse,ヶthat socialイroles'　are recognized　and
sustained”√adding　that “ 'roles' have　to　ｂｅ:　adt:edニＯＵt大畑ﾀﾞsocialニinteraction”. The
relationship between the participants engaged in a field ｡of activity in a particular setting
is an essential featurむ of context, commonly referred tｏしas the “tenor" of interaction.
“Ｔｅｎｏｒ”is used in this paper as ａＵ“umbrella” term for three interlocking features φf this
relationship:　the　permanenレand　temporary ‘'roles” adopted　by participants　in　their
interaction,仙eir relative “status”during the interaction,……巨戸4their ability tｏヅcontrol”
each others' behaviour as the interaction developsニDuring any interaction, a participant
has to adjust his/'her own behaviour to the behaviour of the other participant (s)いso the
“roles” of teachers and students are defined in relation to each other. “Role” is associated
with the broadly identified social position of the面rticipants as teachers and students, but
is ･used in this paper to refer only to the actual behaviour o卜the holders ｏ卜the positions
of “teacher” oｒブstudent” when participating in interaction ｉｎ:their usual setting.
Higher　or lower“status”is reflected　in　the unequal　distribution　of　available choices
between participants during their interaction which allows the analyst t:ｏinfer different
rights　and　obligations. The　relative　status　d　participants°depends　on　the　variable
distribution of different choices that would be equally availab!e to participants if they
were of equal status, such as the right to initiate or terminate an exchange, the right to
initiate a new topic or the right to self-select. The actual level of “controド, the extent to
which a participant directs the behaviour of other participants by controlling the available
choices, is　ｍｏ吋　impartially　revealed　through　an independent　struﾘtural　analysis.　Any
description claiming to define the relationship between participants can be more plausible
if it includes one level of analysis at which every effort IS made to　minimise a-priori
assumptions about the tenor of interaction. It should be possible to determine exactly what
choices are available; in other words, which choices are used by 尽ｎy participant strictly
from the evidence of the data corpus itself. It is then possible to determine how the
available　choices　are　distributed　between　participants. A　c:ontext-independent　level　of
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analysis is（jf wider value because of this sensitivity to context.
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Structural analysis at exchange level is also proposed here as ａ counterbalance to attempts
to devise complex systems which give priority to determining generic structure. Ventola
(1988:5/6), for example, distinguishes　three planes　of　semiotic　organization within　a
systemic view of generic structure. (Ventola's model draws on work which is more fully
outlined in Martin 1992.)
Genre The plane which organizes the ways　social　encounters　unfold as generic
structures in individual instances.
Register The plane　which　realizes　genre　by　organizing　the　appropriate　register
choices in terms of Field, Tenor, and Mode choices at each stage of the
unfolding generic structure.
Lan､guage The plane (together with 、some non-linguistic systems) which realizes the
higher-level choices as linguistic patternings in text.
Ventola (op.むit.) states that “when ａ social process unfolds as ａ generic structure it makes
its own selections stage by stage for register values in the context of situation”. She is
able　to　demonstrate　this　convincingly　in　the　domain　of　service　encounters. Ventola
proposes a generative model of ａ whole discourse genre, claiming that “the generation is
more appropriately represented by a flowchart, which can capture the potentially dynamic
aspects of genres more efficiently”.　The flowchart then represents ａ system of choice
structures on all three planes.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　.・
A focus on the exchange is deliberately more limited in scope than this kind of macro-
structural approach. While it is clearly the case that other planes have an enormous
influence on choices made on the patterning of exchanges, it will always be useful, if not
essential, to　have　ａ level　of analysis　that reveals　the way these choices　are. realised
independently of other planes. This may be　true in　any　discourse　domain, but　macro-
structural analysis is, in any case, less easily applied to the more complex domain of
classroom discourse.
Structural Discourse Models
An exchange can be defined as the most immediate and fundamental point of reciprocal
interaction and is therefore an essential focus for the unravelling of complex dynamic
discourse. In　a　structural　discourse　model.“the exchange”is　the　smallest　essentially
interactive unit of analysis involving give-and-take between speakers, so the exchange can
be expected to reveal important features of the continuous adjustment and re-adiustment
between participants during their interaction. There can be no substitute for focusing･ on
the actual physical evidence of what happens at each point in the interaction at which
interlocutors adapt to each others' immediate contributions.　Turn-taking models based ｏr!
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Sacks et al (1974) provide one effective independent△source of evidence that is exploitable
in　language　teaching research. (See　for example　Allwright 1980　＆ト1988.) This　paper,
however, will concentrate on the use of structural discourse models based on Sinclair and
Coulthard (1975).　　　　　　　　　　　　　　:　　＜　・.:.････.　･･　　・　・j　　レ　‥‥‥‥　‥‥‥
Detailed consideration of only one very common kind of classroom exchange, the“elicit”
exchangeトwill be attempted here. '‘Elicit”is used asﾆa category for exchanges “designed to
get　verbal responses　from　students”(Sinclair and　Coultねａｒd………1975:51). Within this
exchange, there is also an“eliciting ｍｏｖe”，so, inしａｎ“elicit”ｅχchange, the ｅχchange is
initiated by an element of structure, "I", which is always realized by an “eliciting” move.
The head of the eliciting move is an act called an ‘･elicitation". It has ａ“function” which
is itself expressed in interactive terms, as its role is to elicit ａ verbal response. In the
restricted context of exchange structure, the function of an element of structure is analysed
as ａｎ“objective consequence".　Its function can ｂ回犬definedニ池･the role it is regularly
observed to play in structuring the dynamic interaction between participants. The function
of an element of eχchange structure is thus primarily defined in terms of the way it can
be seen tｏ｡structure interaction in relation to otherトelementsニof structure.　　　･.･　.･
There has been and stillis wide debate about the structure of exchanges. An elicit exchange
indisputably consists of at　least　two　elements o卜structurむ，攻ｎ一initiation,‘Ｔ≒　and　ａ
responseに“Ｒ”, each one provided by a different participant or group of participants. This
paper will focus on elucidating what other choices, if any, 面ｅ available to participants.
Only thenﾚwill it be possible to consider the way participantsﾚdistribute these theoretiとally
available　choices　in　particular　conteχts. Determining　these roles　only　fromしthe　hard
evidence that discourse provides is of considerable interest to analysts interested in the
social roles of participants as the interactive classroom･roles:adopted by･ participants･ are
closely related to the method actually being enacted.　　　　‥，　　　　　　　　　　　　∧
The way so-called “objective”structural modelぱ of spoken、interaction handle participant
choice　inいthe　negotiation　of　interaction　ｈａs………been　strongly criticised. Such　criticism
questions the extent to which structural models canﾚrespond to the potentially divergent
goals　of participants. This　paper　also　reconsiders　how　ｆａr〉recent work has　answered
Levinson's　important　and　damning　criticism∧(1983:294) that“conversation　is　皿ｏt　ａ
structural product in the same way that ａ sentenceうｓ十it is rather the outcome of the
interaction of two or more independent and goal-directed individuals、with often divergent
interests”.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　∧　　エ　犬　　＜　　△　　‥‥‥　　‥‥‥　　　■■㎜　　■■
Rank-Scale Models　　　　　　　　　　　＼　… ……I回＝=‥‥‥‥　‥‥‥　‥‥‥‥‥　‥
The original model referred to is outlined in Sinclair……andCoulthard (1975)いａ model which
has inspired a wide range of inquiry that continues to the present day. (See for example
Coulthard 1977; Burton 1980; Berry 1980; Coulthard &･Montgoｽmery (eds.)･1981; Sinclair&
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Brazil 1982; Stubbs 1983; Coulthard (ed.) 1987 & 1992; Ventola 1988; Willis, D 1992, Hoey
1991 & 1993; Ｔ乱i 1994, etc.) It is impossible to do justice to such a wide body of
literature in an articleof this nature and size,so only the briefest of summaries of aspects
related to participant choice will be attempted.
Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) proposed a　rank-scale　model　based　on　a　principle　of
Hallidayan linguistics in which “each rank above the lowest has ａ structure which can be
expressed in terms of the units next below” (Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975:20). In spite of
its original focus on sentence grammar, Coulthard and Brazil (1992:55＼56) refer　to
Halliday's original (1961) discussion of rank scale as “an explicit, abstract discussion of
the nature　of linguistic description”■ They　do　not　propose　a　direct　analogy　between
grammar and interaction, but rather the application of the same abstract, analytic system
to both.
Although the analysis of interaction has developed as an autonomous discipline in its own
right since 1975, the original relationship with grammar is still referred t０. For example,
Hoey (1993:117) reiterates the principle of analogy between two　different systems. He
proposes ａ new version of the interactive rank scale to include ａｎ“exchange　Compleｘ”
(based on analogy ｗ紺1 the “clause complex” in Halliday 1985). Hoey (1991b:194) refers to
language being“triply articulated'≒ the “double articulation”of structure encompassing
levels of phonology and grammar proposed by Halliday (1961) being expanded to include ａ
third level 0f discourse. Hoey suggests that the three are parallel in“their concern for
deriving systematic generalizations from their data”(1991b:200）.
　　The ability to specify impossible combinations and to predict others is ａ feature　of
　　structure.　There seems no reason, therefore, to deny that interaction is structured in ａ
　　manner comparable to that of other areas of language.
Some leading proponents of rank-scale models, therefore, stillconsider that it is useful to
explore spoken interaction using the same　structural principles that proved useful at the
levels of grammar and phonology.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　十
A major advantage of applying a rank-scale model to interaction is that it allows the
complexity of the choices available in spoken discourse to be dealt with at different levels
of “delicacy”. Coulthard and Brazil (1992:57) suggest that “while remaining at the same
rank one can take successive steps in delicacy, producing structures more and more finely
distinguished, until every structural difference has been handled”こThe notion of delicacy
means that broad or l゛りfinedanalysis is possible within the same data corpus. The broader
analysis can be applied to large quantities of data, while more delicate analysis can still
be　applied　to　specifiぐ　data　samples　within　the　broader　framework. At　each　rank,
contributions to the interaction can be　analysed　in　terms　of higher and lower ranked
elements. Analysis of=ｓｐｏｋｅｎinteraction is possible at the levels of “ｅχchange'≒“element
of exchange structure",“ｍｏｖｅ”，“act”and, on ａ wider scale, at the level of eχchanges in
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longer sequences, “exchange compleχes” （Ｈｏｅｙ1993).　　‥　　　j　‥‥　‥‥:…………
The wide range of acts available to speakers ｗhむｎthey makeトan interactive contribution at
exchange level is an indication that ａ rank-scaleコ血ode卜does itself, 似 least implicitly allow
both unpredictability and choice within a participant-managed systemパFocusing　on　one
rank at ａ time during analysis does not mean that =choices available at that rankﾚare the
only　ones　available　to　the　speakers.　Choices　at　other　ranks　are　only　temporarily
disregarded, because they are not immediately relevant t6 the:rank beinぱダconsidered.
Nevertheless, it is still unacceptable to exclude choice at the rank ofeχchange, which is at
the heart of　the process　of　adjustmenレbetween……participants in几nteractionレThe main
potential criticism of retrospective “objective”:structural血odels of exch仰向S is the rigid,
synoptic way in which they are said to represent interaction. Such models seemingly play
down any notion of interaction as ａ potentially flexibleレelastic and dynamic activity
between participants who are mutually negot:iating not only commonly agreed outcomes,
but　also　individual　outcomes　that　might　ｂ６ contradictory.　Reducing　the　structure　of
exchanges and hence the structure of interaction to a limited number of static categories
that appear in a strict sequence, even at only one rank of i model, can easily allow the
conclusion　that　the resultant　description　does not　adequately reflect　the　compleχ　and
dynamic nature of spoken interaction.
Ａ Developing Discourse Model
The central importance of the data itself in shaping the model ｗ臨 ａ major factor of the
original Sinclair and Coulthard analysis.　　　j　　　＼
　　This research has been very much text-based.しWebegan〉with very few preconceptions 皿d
　　the descriptivesystem has grown and been modified to cope with problems thrown up by
　　the data. (Sinclair and Coulthard 1975: 24)＼　　　　　　　　　　　，
Although the original formulation of their deりcriptionis highly detailed and explicit,and
acts as a solid point of reference for a11 subsequent descriptions, Sinclair and Coulthard
(1975:7) refer to ａ“developing theory of language interacポｏｎ”which they are making
“readily available to criticsand fellow practitionerぐ.Si叩lair (1992:63）∧confirms this in
a much more recent publication, stating that ＼“the o球ginal work was mostly valuable as
a known position, fairly clearly stated, which acted as a stimulus for further develop-
ment”，This development has remained an on-going process.才Sinclair(op. cit.:　83) also
suggests “that development was varied ar!d eχtensive,andつno attemptﾄwas made to meld
it into ａ coherent whole”.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　，‥
This point is important because using a discoﾘrse model that proposes a limited number of
“objective”categories has ｓｏ皿letimes been 阻id　to　impose a二pre-analytical　theoretical
structure　on　the　data. For　example, Levinsonコ（叩叩:295) refersトtｏイ'the　arbitrary
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imposition on the data of supposedly objective categories”.To give this view adequate
consideration, the detailed examination of data itself should always influence both the
initial choice of ａ model in any given study and the process of its development.
The Early Model
The relevant features of the early model for this particular article about participant choice
can be summarised in Coulthard (1981:18）ｗho states that “most of the classroom data
had been easily analysable into three-move exchanges, each move being relatively short and
easily analysable into component acts”. This kind of three-part exchange is illustrated in
sample l below.
Sample l　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Qdat9
T　Why were houses lightedダby oil lamps?
Ｓ　　Because they hadn't electricity.
T　　They hadn't …yes, electricity, They hadn't got
　　　electricity･
Ｉ
Ｒ
Ｆ
　　　　　　　　T=teacher　S = student　F=follow-up
Three-part exchanges frequently occur in many of the fifteen recorded lessons used in this
study, but even ａ superficial examination of the data indicates that ａ large number of
exchanges cannot be analysed adequately as simple three-part structures. Sample 2 below
illustrates the difficulty of applying the traditional three-part analysis.
Sample ２
Ｔ　　How many people　were talking?
　　　How many people…how　many people were talking？
　　　How many　persons were talking?　Ｙｅａ？
S　　threepeople
Ｔ　　threeor tｗｏ？
ss　two
Ｔ　　Therewere　…？
ss　two people　　　　　　　　　ｌ
Ｔ　　tｗｏ…？
ss
Ｔ
persons
persons
-
SS = students
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Sample七wo illustrates the kind of adjustment that typically takes place in the process of
negotiation between teacher and students. At this stage, thをsample will not be analysed.
Developments in the Model　　　　　　く　　　　　　　　＝　　ニ　　＼
The characterization of the third element in 疸e originalﾚｍｏ:de1レ“Ｆ”, (follow up) as
“obligatory”in teaching discourse has led to suggestions that the second exchange｡element,
“Ｒ”, should be 叩ｅｎas more (or less)丿h尽ｎ ４ response√it isﾄfrequently followed by　ａ
contributior! by上体e teacher,“Ｆ”, which　often　contains an　act　of　evaluation. In　some
models (Coulthard & Montgomery 1981, Francis 4 Hunston 1987)バhis kind of response
has been given the dｕ岫 status of an initiationﾚ“Ｒ／F≒regardless of its grammatical form
and its position in the structure of the exchangeンThe structure of an elicit exchange using
this model is presented in figure l below.
Fig 1　The R/I Element
　　　　　　Brackets enclose an optional element　　　コ　　………ﾄ　j　　　　y
Francis and Hunston (1987:131) give thやfollowing example (samplり3 below) to illustrate
their model. Their new analysis presents ａ paradigm in which both obligatory elements are
provided by the teacher ("I" &“Ｒ”）.
Sample 3 move e.s
old　new
T　What's this eliciting Ｉ　　Ｉ
Ｐ　Ａsaw informing Ｒ　　R/I
Ｔ　Yes, it'sａ saw. acknowledging Ｆ　　Ｒ
In almost all the exchanges in my data corpus from　one /institutional　conteχt(Qatari
secondary schools), only the teacher seems to have the right to terminate the ｅχchange.For
some analysts, this would confirm the suggestion that the finalくexchangeelement is not an
optional follow-up. It is in some ways like an obligatory response that react:s to what is
now seen as ａ double-labelled student's response/initiationレ　ノ　　　　　　　　回
This revised e耳change structure appears to reflect actual data n!ore closely than the りimple
I-R-F structure, but leaves us with one very common element with 4 double label, the
second part of which uses ａ symbol that can normally ｏ姐y be used to refer to an exchange
initial element. In spite of its obvious advantages, one criticism of this model of exchange
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structure is that it does not clearly distinguish the elements of exchange structure from
each other. The “Ｒ／I” is defined in terms of two other exchange elements. It does not
have its　own independent　identityレ In　addition, it　strongly　implies　that　there　is　no
alternative choice of exchange element available at each stage of the exchange.
The Participants' View of Interaction
As the analyst is ａ third party who analyses retrospectively, the criticism that structural
models do not reflect the speakers' own perception of interaction as it occurs has been
taken up by several analysts. Tsui (1994: 50) suggests that ａ speaker may retrospectively
reclassify a preceding element. This emphasizes the importance of the participants' on-going
perception of the developing discourse. In this respect, Hoey's example (1991a: 75) of“a
follow-up treated as an initiation”in sample 4 below is interesting.
Sample ４　　The Follow-up as Initiation
11 A: What's kept in that cupboard ？　Initiation
　Ｂ: Just some old clothes and things.　Response
　a　ふ＝　■■A: Oh, l thought it might be
　　something exciting.
Ｂ: No, I'ｍ afraid not, unless you
　　find old fashions exciting.
Follow-up treated as
Initiation
Response
(Fabricated Example.)
The underlying notion of the above analysis is that speaker Ｂ may either interpret the
third contribution as an initiation or as ａｆｏｎｏｗ-ｕp･Thissuggests that speaker Ｂ's
interactive behaviour depends on his interpretation of the immediately preceding discourse.
The suggestion is　that　B　might　have　retrospectively　analysed　the　preceding　element
differently to the speaker's intended follow-up･　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼
In situations in which the analyst is intimately connected with the discourse, this kind of
interpretive analysis is invaluable in revealing the way participants themselves adjust their
behaviour during the intersubjective development of the discourse itself.The analyst is then
an insider and his intuitive judgement of the perceptions of the participants need not be a
subject of serious contention. We may assume that the“fabricated” example in sample 4
above is closely related to the author's own experience.
As outsiders to the interaction, we as readers need to accept several assumptions. Firstly,
we are asked to assume that Ａ intended his response to be terminal. although retrospec-
tively we can see that it does not have the effect of actually being terminal. Secondly, we
have to assume that B either deliberately or unwittingly overrode the assumed intention of
Ａ to terminate the exchange. It is difficult as ａ reader to test either of these intuitive
assumptions as the example is fabricated and we have no way　of either accessing the
intentions of (non-existent) speakers or of inferring these by analysing regular effects of
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interaction over ａ long stretch of conversation betweenユthe阻皿e two speakりrs.
The model ０ｆexchange structure proposed below involves retrospective third-party analysis
of interactive consequence designed for one stage of an intercultural project. Regrettably,
it is often the C卵e］hat the participants' v如ｗ of interaction is not available to the
analyst. Intercultural projects need to take every measure possible t.0 promote /descriptive
impartiality. To　this　end, intuitive judgement　of interactive intentionトis　avoided,　an
element of exchange structure being analysed only in terms 6f its ∧“objectiveconsequence”.
The function of each element of structure is thus primarily defined in terms of the way it
has been seen to structure interaction in relation tｏ◇other elements of structure. Its
function has been defined as the regular interactive roleﾀﾞit has been observed to fulfil over
the whole:range of exchanges in the data corpusレIn this project, the analysis of the whole
data corpus led to the interpretation of the cumu!ative effect of the diぱcourse, inferring
purposes only from the regular patterns of interaction that could be extracted from the
analysed data and the regular effect the interaction・could ･be.･seenパto have at ･the rank
which is at the heart of interaction. Intuitive judge:ment was hence reduced to ａ minimum.
A focus on the structure of exchanges is seen here as an important first step in a process
aimed at revealing the cumulative effect of successive exchanges in犬ａwhole data corpus.
This latter step can reveal a great deal abouレthe tenor of classroomトteaching in ａ
particular context. A11 descriptive tools have their own in-built biases, but by excluding
pedagogical　criteria, a　structural　description　provides　one　research　stage　which　is
independent of any particular pedagogical trend･ or ideology･. In this sense,トit.･provides a
pre-pedagogical stage to a description　which acts　as ａ counter balance　to pedagoがcal
interpretation.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼　　　　　　　　　し
Negotiation in Ｅχchanges　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　犬　　　　　　　　ッ
In language lessons, teachers continually have to adjust tｏﾆtheresponses they obtain from
students, who in turn have to adjust to the teachers' reactions. The aim of this section is
to suggest ａ satisfactory way of representing the kind of adjustment exemplified in sample
２ above (repeated below for the reader's convenience).　，　　1:　　　　　　ｌ
Sample 2
Ｔ How
How
How
many people≒were talking?
many people..･ how　many peopleﾚwere talking？
many　persons were talking?　Ｙｅａ?　　　十
S　three people
Ｔ　three or tｗｏ？
ss　two
T　There were
　　９
●丿●●
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Sample 2 is repeated to facilitate the present discussion.
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The kind of discourse pattern in sample 2 is by no means uncommon in the data corpus and
is　far　from　being　the　most　complex　in　structure. Analysing　the　second　and　third
contributions as some kind of interruption of ａ three-part exchange does not seem to be
satisfactory.　One　solution would be　to　analyse　the　second“initiation” as　ａ “bound
initiation”, Ib, giving an “I-R-Ib-R…”structure (See Sinclair and Coulthard 1975:53-55).
Suggesting　the　category“lb”requires　the　interp･retation　that　the　teacher　delays　the
provision of ａ follow-up “Ｆ” and “starts again” or “reinitiates”. This acknowledges that
the two parts I-R and lb-Ｒ…　are closely connected. It does, nevertheless, still imply that
ａ bound structure is “initiated” and is pa吋of a different unit. The issue is then whether
we have a bound structure or an integral part of the same structure.
The frequent occurrence of adjustment and repair in the negotiation of interaction during
the lengthy process of analysis led to an attempt to develop an exchange model that allows
“negotiation" to be accounted for as an essential part of the basic structure of exchanges.
The problem is then to suggest ａ relatively simple structure that can adequately handle the
more complex units of negotiated interaction.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＝
Negotiation, Choice and Exchange Structure
Sinclair (1992) proposes ａ reformulation of exchange structure which resolves ａ number of
the problems of analysis without essentially increasing the complexity of the model. At the
same time, Sinclair acknowledges the need to elaborate the basic I-R-F model. The. essential
addition　is　ａ“ｎｅｗ”structural　element:“Ｃ”(challenge). (See　also　Burton　1980トand
Edmondson　1981.) The notion of ａ fourth element　of　structure is　also　predicted　in
Coulthard and Brazil (1992:71) where they are prompted to ask “whether there is not also
an element of structure which is at the same time both predicted and predicting”.
The third element in sample ２ above could be seen as an example of a “challenge" which
occurs　when　the　teacher does not　accept　the student's response and　negotiates　for　ａ
response that satisfies him more. However,“challenge” as ａ term implies that an essential
element of exchange structure is in some way confrontational, so this would seem to be
more suitable as a label for only one realization of an element of ｅχchange structure. （Ｂｕt
see Burton (1980) for a defence of the term “challenge” within another paradigm.) Hoey
(1991a:80) suggests that, at exchange level, a challenge “functions as ａ counter-initiation”，
characterizing the “challenge” as a disruption of an exchange rather than as a strictly
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interactive choice open to the speaker, although Hoey makes it clear that ａ “challenge”
need not be “constructed as rude”.
　　In naturally occurring dialogue, ａ speaker mayﾄdisrupt theむxchange byトchallenging some
　　aspect of the previous speaker's utterance.　　　　　　　･･　　＞　　゜　　　　　　・.　　　｀
For the model 0f eχchange structure proposed here, the term negotiation,……“Ｎ",has been
selected for an element that represents ａ normal alternative to an “Ｒ" or 庇ｎ“Ｆ" after an
exchange has been initiated. In structuraトterms,圃沁　ａｹﾞregular　choice available　to
participants which has the effect of prolongingつthe exchange. At exchange level it is not
desirable to interpret its purpose in social 七己ｒ㎡S√aS√foｒ:example, a bid to take over the
dominan卜role in the exchange or as an ａ恍empt toヶsupport a dominant partner. Analysis
at ａ more delicate level at ａ later stage may seek tｏ=:clarify its purpose in a particular
context. Ａ negotiation may then be seen to have either socially supportive or socially
disruptive qualities. The element of structureイ‘Ｎ"simply　has　the　structural effect　of
keeping the negotiation of the exchange open. Sample 2 below　shows how　the analysis
operates.
Sample 2
T　How many people　were talking?
　　　How many people…how many people were talking？
　　　How many　persons were talking?　　Yea?
S　three people
T　three or two
ss　七wo
T　There were　…？
ss　two people
T　two…
ss　persons
T　persons
Ｉ
Ｒ
Ｎ
Ｒ
Ｎ
Ｒ
Ｎ
Ｒ
Ｔ
By adding a new element, each stage of the develc〕ping excha･nge can be seen tｏ･represent
an interactive choice. The interlocutors are involved in a process that leads to a negotiated
outcome. However, the model does not represent二interactive structure as being　without
sequential constraints or without limitations on　divergence∧Proposing　the　interactive
choice of a negotiation,“Ｎ”, simply reflects thりstructural possibilities that are available
to participants.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　y　一犬=　　＼〉．．　．･　．･．　・．　･･　　　　　　　･．
An “Ｎ”can be defined in terms of what Sinclair (1992:86) refers to as the two main
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“mechanisms　of　coherence　in　discourse　structure”:“encapsulation”ａｎｄ“prospection”.
Encapsulation involves the retrieval of all previous contributions within the exchange. Any
element of structure that makes ａ retrospective reference　encompassing　the　preceding
contributions within the eχchange is said to encapsulate them. When an exchange element
is ｅχc1リsivelyencapsulating, it terminates the exchange.
”Prospection”(Sinclair 1992: 83-84) is ａ feature of discourse by means of which ａ speaker
may attempt to manage or influence the future direction of the discourse. Each contribu-
tion to the discourse is then said to provide a framework for the ensuing discourse. In an
exchange, the　initiation　creates　prospections　that　influence　what　Sinclair　ｃａ１卜　the
“minimﾘｍ extent of the eχchange” (op.cit.:84). This does not rule out the possibility of
participants using subsequent exchange elements to influence the prospection set up by the
initiation. For　eχample, the“Ｎ” can be　used　to　modify　or　even　to　take　over　the
prospection. Prospection can also be combined with encapsulation, as　an “ｙ not only
maintains or modifies the prospection set up by the initiation, but also encapsulates the
preceding discourse contributions including the initiation.
The “Ｎ”in sample 2 above is intimately linked to preceding elements in the exchange which
it“encapsulates”, simultaneously maintaining g unit of interaction open. The choice of
negotiation is structurally central within　an　exchange　that　has　already been initiated.
Whenever the option of using an “Ｎ” after ａ response is not taken up, the exchange ends.
This means that an elicitｅχchange can terminate in two ways; firstly, with an “Ｒ” when
a response is not followed up at all, ０ｒsecondly, with a “Ｔ’≒While each realization of an
exchange may be presented synoptically as ａ static, fixed structure (e.g. I-Ｒ一万in sample
one above or I-R-N-R-N-R-T　in　sample　two), it　is　only　the retrospective view　of　an
analysed structure that makes it appear so. The retrospectively determined structure is only
one outcome from ａ system of choices. After the initiation, there is always a choice until
the “Ｔ” has been accepted as such. At the rank of exchange structure, one of these choices
is always an “Ｎ”. These choices are available at each point within an exchange at which
there is ａ change of speaker. The choices are as follows:
a. Choices after an “Ｒ”.
･く7
When ａ speaker provides ａ response, this response may terminate the exchange. Alterna-
tively, the choice of maintaining the eχchange open by providing a negotiation,“Ｎ”,is
available. The response could also be followed up by just one further exchange element, a
“Ｔ”,which would then, by definition, terminate the exchange. These options have already
been illustrated in sample 2 above.　They represent ａ very common pattern in the data
corpus･.
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The revised formulation of exchange structure ｆｏｒ］thispattern can be represented as･ａ
formula as in figure 2 below.・　　　　　　　　　　＼　.･　.･･　〉　.･六　　　　　　し･･・．．･　▽
Fig 2　　The Structure of Negotiation
When discussing the whole theoretical structure, (N-R)"　will be referred　to　as　an
“element”, although丿七 can actually be realized by severaトelements 6f structure. The
theoretical structure is characterized by an elastiむityﾀﾞenabling it to expand with the
recursive （Ｎ-Ｒヤ“element” or　contract　tO　よニminimaレtwo-element　I-R y structure.
Parentheses ａｒむused　to　indicate which elements　are optional. For eχample, the　third
“element'レ（Ｎ-Ｒ）ｖ is optional. The recursive natureφf this:“element” is indicated by the
superscripted “ｎ”outside the brackets. Recursivity is admittedly ａ theoretical problem of
the model　as it　allows　the possibility　of　theoreticallyﾚinfinite exchanぱes.　In practice,
however, features such as memory limitation, social convention and principles of economy
always limit the number of recursions in any particular exchange.
While most exchanges in the data corpus were analysable using七he formula in figure 2
above, there was some evidence to suggest tha卜ａ ｗid印system of choices was available.
The occurrence of rare contributions that do＼ｎｏt fit into ａニproposed model can lead U)
significant insights for the analyst who has to account for all exceptions that occur in the
data however rarely they may occur. When ａ speaker initiates, the neχt speaker frequently
provides　ａ　response.　However, this　is　not　always　the　case. Another　option　is　the
supplanting of the initiation. This is illustrated in sample 5 below. In this example, the
response modelled on ａ flashcard by the teacher in a drilling activity, was ignored by the
studentﾚwho supplanted 怖e teacher's question with his own. The teacher　answered　the
student's question. In this data corpus, supplanting the teacher's question was rare, but its
very occurrence obliges the analyst to reconsider　the nature　削eχchange structure and
reconsider the choices available.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼
Sample 5
T (showing card HOW/FEEL）Yes ？ Ｉ
→ S Please tellme you catch a fish big or small ？ Ｎ
T Ah. OK. A big one.
　l caught a big fish and　the boat sank.
Ｒ
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b. Choices after an “I”.
I匹:
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Similarly, a response was by far the most common element after an“Ｎ”，but was not the
only possibility.Whenever ａ speaker produces ａ negotiation, the next speaker seems to have
the option of further negotiation. Both options are illustratedin sample 6 below.　ト
→
→
Sample 6
S2　But why?
S3　Why not?
S2　Why?
SI　l can't explain that but they help us because
　　　the earth is going to be destroyed.
Ｉ
Ｎ
Ｎ
Ｒ
A sample from ａ British Language school lesson with little central
control by the teacher
c.　Choices after an “Ｎ” itself.
･犬E
The occurrence of alternatives to the patterr! proposed in figure 2 above could lead us to
consider (albeit tentatively, given the limited evidence available in this　data　corpus)
whether ａ more complex formula might not be ａ better representation of the choices
available in eliciting exchanges. However, the role of an analyst is not　to match the
complexity of discourse in the way he represents it. Such a formula would no longer
respond to the search for a simple formula of ｅχchange structure and would be of only
limited practical use. The aim here has been to explore the possibility of integrating choice
into ａ concise formal structure　which　adheres　to　criteria of　structural　efficiency. The
evidence of one data corpus does not, however, allow us to propose definitively that the
same options are available in all genres or even in all contexts within the same genre.
Four criteria of structural efficiency (based on Sinclair and Coulthard (1975:15/16) and
Coulthard,1977:98-99) have been applied to the model:　sequential position, encapsulation,
prospection, and the obligatory or optional nature of an element. Applying these criteria,
all elements can be clearly distinguished from each other and impossible combinations of
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of available choices.
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elements can easily be found. While these impossible combinations indicate constraints on
the choices of participants, it has also been claimed that an interlocutor always has an
interactive choice, unless social norms intervene to preven卜certain participants making use
Negotiation and the Rank-Scale Model　　　　＼
Analysis at act level often requires the interpretation of intention in the context of the
activity being enacted. In this research, the
function. The interpretation of moves
がfocus is 皿ﾚ………theinterpretation of pedagogic
and acts has been preceded by ａ thorough analysis at
exchange level of the whole data corpus. Inteかreting the………moment-by-momentdecisions is
more speculative than the broader identification of the function of an element of structure.
A “negotiation" was said tｏごhave the broad interactiv谷functiりn of ･providing the choice 6f
maintaining the exchange open. Ａｎ“Ｎ”encapsulates the preceding contributions　in　the
exchange and modifies　the prospection set up by　theﾚinitiation　leading　to　ａ　further
response. Its function is to　enable　further negotiation before　the exchange　closes. The
person who negotiates　is　influencing　the pattern　ｏ仁七畑! interaction and　in　some way
controlling ｉtSイuture direction. This function can be further interpreted by associating it
with different acts related to the pedagogical　contextレNo　attempt h邸　been　made　to
provide a definitive list of acts as an analysis at act level was not the focus of this study.
In sample 7 below, three“negotiations” have been identified. While they all exemplify the
way this teacher controls the interaction by maintaining ａ negotiationよopen to obtain a
response that satisfieshim, all the negotiating elements might be said to perform different
acts.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＞｡　　　　　　　　●･
Sample 7
T　What does collars mean?　Collars.
　　　Yes. Yes.
SI　carry the owner's name…
T　What does it mean ？ The word …
　　　Yes…Yes. Karim ？
S2　Could it mean the dog lead?
T　　Er…lead?
S2　Yes.
T　No…no, something else（nom.by gest)
S3　Something we tie around the neck
T　　Something we put around the neck. Yes. OK.
collars
supplant
Loop
Reject
Ｉ
Ｒ
Nl
Ｒ
Ｎ２
Ｒ
Ｎ３
Ｒ
Ｔ
Discussion of Ｎ２，labelled ａ“loop”，is explained　below
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When the teacher negotiates for ａ totally different response, this can be interpreted as a
“reject” of the previous response. “N3” in the sample above illustrates this “rejecting ａｃt”.
By simultaneously rejecting a response and nominating another student by gesture, the
teacher is enacting ａ negotiation. The act performed in“N1”has　a similar　expanding
function, but the　teacher　does　not　explicitly reject　the response. It has　the　effect　of
supplanting one student's response by another's. A “supplant” is seen here as an act that
uses indirect, interactive means to set up　the replacement　of　ａ response by　a　further
response that supersedes it. The teacher may then accept the subsequent response as more
successful or further negotiate.
”N1”ａｎｄ“N3”above involved the use of the teacher's right to negotiate to replace ａ
response he did not or could not accept. When the negotiation seeks the expansion rather
than the replacement of　ａ response, it　also　has　the　same broad　interactive effect　of
extending the exchange. In this case, it often performs the socratic function of motivating
deeper inquiry by encouraging the students to further consider the content of･ａ response,
seeking a modification of some kind. This function is illustrated in sample 8 below.
→
Sample 8　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Qdat3
T　The firstis Mr. Paul
S　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Archer
T　　　　　Yes, Archer.
　　　Yes, That's right.
　　　He has got a wife.
　　　Yes ？ (gesture)
SI　Mrs. Jill.
T　Yes･･. Mrs…Mrs…（nom by eye-contact)
S2　Archer.
T　　Archer.
　　　Or her name is Jill.
　　　That's right. Her name is Jill.
Ｉ
Ｒ
Ｔ
Ｉ
Ｒ
Ｎ
Ｒ
Ｔ
Probe
In sample ８ above, the teacher partially accepts the response“Mrs. Jill”. The act
performed by the negotiation “probes” further for ａ more satisfactory response, although
the content of the “Ｔ７acknowledges both responses. This is similar to the socratic “Ｎ” in
sample 9, reproduced below, which can be more finely distinguished as an act that requests
ａ clarification of the initial response.
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Sample g
T　　What's the man talkingabout ？
　　　Yes‥？(nominates student)
Ｉ
SI　about　dogs crossing the road Ｒ
→ T　What does the talker callthem ？ Ｎ clarify
S2　stray dogs Ｒ
T　　STRAY stray　dogs. Thank you･
　　　Therefore this is the main problem that
　　　the man's talking about.
Ｔ
It is also possible to negotiate with an act that does not seek to modify the content of
what has been offered as ａ response by the student, but encourages the responder to
continue, sustaining his contribution (sample 10 below).　＼　十
→
Sample 10　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　I　……
T　　Tell me about the rooms.
　　　How many rooms does this ･villa ㈲Ｖ石谷？
　　　Yes, Hassan.　　　　　　　　　　　　ト
S.　There are three bedrooms
Ｔ　　Yes, there are three bedrooms, yes...?ﾉ
Ｓ
room
Ｉ
Ｒ
Ｎ
Ｒ
sustain
The position of ａ negotiation can influence the kind of act it is performing. An act that
takes over the control of the exchange immediately after an initiation,コsuch as the “Ｎ”in
sample 5 above (reproduced below), can be further classified as anこac卜of“appropriation”
in that it seizes the initiative from the previ卯s speaker, without providing a response to
the previous speaker's elicitation. In sample 5,トthe teacher was eliciting大尽pattern that was
provided on a flashcard, which the student ignored to ａsk∧hisﾚown question.し
Sample 5
T (showing card)　Yes? Ｉ
S　Please tell me you catch a fish big or small? Ｎ Appropriation
→ Ｔ　Ah. OK.
　A big one.
　l caught a big fish and　the boat sank.
Ｒ
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Other negotiations are used for the management of discourse, such as the repair of minor
communication breakdowns. An example of this (sample 11　below) is a request for a
repetition. The act being performed is similar to what Sinclair and Coulthard (1975:39）
refer to as ａ“100p”. The second negotiation, “N2”. in sample ７ above is also ａ loop with
the function of getting ａ repetition. A “loop” appears to be simply ａ means of identifying
a word the teacher might not have heard, although, as Sinclair and Coulthard point out,
it might be being used tactically “to draw the attention of the class to something one child
has said”. This repetition inevitably has this effect, but there is no objective means of
determining whether this is actually intended.
→
Sample 11　　　　　　　　Qdat7
T　　Yes?
S　　How about putting some rules to control for the owners
　　　of dogs?
T　　l can't hear you. How about what?
S　　Putting some rules for the dogs
T　　Yes. This is another suggestion-a very nice one.
　　　Putting some rules to the owners of the dogs to follow.
Ｉ
Ｒ
Ｎ
Ｒ
Ｔ
Loop
More general situational features also assist in the interpretation ６ｆan act. In sample 11
above, the general background noise allows the interpretation that the teacher is, in fact,
negotiating for less noise from the class. This kind of speculative interpretation relates
more to the here-and-now concerns of the participants. It has been avoided in this research,
in favour of a broader, but more dependable, analysis at exchange level, which paves the
way for subsequent interpretation-rather than objective description －of the roles adopted
by teachers and students. In the data corpus, it was interesting to be　able　to provide
conclusive evidence that students in one institutional context almost exclusively, produced
only response moves. In this classroom conteχt, an“Ｎ”was normally an option only
available to the teacher for some pedagogical purpose such as negotiating　for ａ　more
satisfactory response as in　sample ２　above.　In another institutional context, students
frequent!y produced negotiations, but almost neｖむｒproduced initiations.　　　　　　　I
Knowledge Structure
One of the consequences of using ａ macro-structural approach to discourse is the potential
dependence of structural analysis at exchange level on features of contextトDespite their
obvious use in analysing the complexities:of discourse at several levels, systemic models
may run the risk in some research contexts of assuming that certain features are given
which should be revealed only by the analysis itself. Knowledge status is　one　of these
features. Berry (1981) provides ａ detailed and convincing three-level analysis むf exchange
structure upon which many systemic models are based. Only the level of ａリalysis that
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refers to “knowledge” Ｓ七ructure will be discussed here. The .“elegance”(Willis, D 1992:114)
of Berry's analysis is even more in evidence when the three levels are presented side by side,
which has not been attempted here. Berry (1981:126) refers to the participant who knows
more abouトthe topic under discussion in an:eかhange as the ）‘primary knower”. In the
classroom context, the teacher might then be assumed to be the “primary knower”. The
student would then be called 七he“secondary knower二白Following尚this argument, the teacher
can use his status to negotiate ａ more satisfactory completion of the才proposition he
elicited in his initiation. As Berry says:　　　　　‥‥‥‥十
　　There must be ａ slot in the exchange where the pri血瓦ry knower indicates that he knows
　　the information and where he consequently confers upon the information ａ kind of stamp
　　of authority.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　..../　　　　　　　　　　　.‥　..I
In analysing text samples, the "primary knower” is referred to as !‘Kl”＼and the “secondary
knower” as “K2”. In sample g below, previously presented above,しthis ｗｏｕld犬produce the
following analysis:　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　十　　　　　　　　　＼
Sample 9 (alternativeanalysis)
T　What's the man talking about?
　　Yes…？(nominates student)
DKl
SI about dogs crossingthe road K2
→ T　What does the talker call them？ DKl
S2 stray dogs K2
T　stray･.. stray　dogs…thank you.
　　　Therefore this is the main problem that the
　　　man's talking about.
K1
The teacher's question is called“ＤＫＩ”，“Ｄ”ｍりaning “delayed”because it delays the use of
the primary knowledge status of the teacher,ブＫ↓気　The teacher ａs＼し‘'primary　knower”
maintains the exchange open with尽second "DKl”ﾘntil the student provides a response to
which he is willing to provide his “seal of 節proval'≒　　‥　‥‥　‥
The rare exception to this state of affairs is of paramount importance if a= model is to
embrace as few assumptions as possible丿ｎ沁S attempt to handle all the discourse in a
corpus. If the person with the higher social status can control the interactive structure
regardless of who actually knows more, this would 印面est that knowledぽｅof information
itself is not the decisive factor. In sample 13しbelow, the teacher does not actually know
how many floors there are at two department stores inﾆQatar's capitalレDoha, yet he still
provides the“stamp ｡０ｆauthority” that his status。as teacher accords him by concluding
that the information is“right”without any knowledぱe. (This was admitted by the teacher
after the lesson.)
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→
Sample 12　　　　　　　　　Qdat3
T　Now‥‥this department or as you know Al-Salam
　　consists, as l think, of one floor or two
　　floors?　Who went there? Yes
S　　One floor
T　　One floor. l think　in Assad there is one floor.
　　That's right.
Ｉ
Ｒ
Ｔ
→
　　　And in Dafna or on the Corniche, there are
ss　two floors
T　　two floors. That's right.
Ｉ
Ｒ
Ｔ
In Doha, Al-Salam store has two branches, one in “Assad” area and
the other in “Dafna”.
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The view that knowledge and“social status"　are often distinct was　also　supported by
observation of students with near-native linguistic competence who nevertheless accepted
the role of“secondary knower” in spite of several instances when incorrect language use
was unwittingly encouraged by the non-native teacher.
Willis, D (1992:115) points out that Berry's analysis “rests on the initial identification of
the questioner as Kl or K2”. Even in teaching interaction, we have tried to show that this
identification is not always as self-evident as might be expected. Willis goes on to argue
that there is no need for ａ separate level of analysis that identifies participants according
to their knowledge status, because there is already an available　means　毎ａ rank-scale
discourse model to handle this　distinction. Analysis　at　the rank　ｏｆ“act'≒　within　the
resources of the available rank-scale model, can make the same distinction. Willis suggests
that the act “evaluate" in an “Ｆ” element “tags the opening elicit as K1”(op. cit.:122).
In this way, it is only through the analysis of discourse that status is inferred.
Because　he　sees　interactive　structure　as　separate　from　knowledge　structure, Sinclair
(1992:88）ｒｅｃｏｍｍｅｎｄsthe exclusion of “information” from models designed to represent
interactive structure.
　　There is no reference to primary and secondary knower, or indeed any state of awareness
　　of participants. This is because models based on the exchange as ａ device for information
　　transfer do not lead us to the interactive structure…
The Extent of the Exchange
Ａ feature of the modeトpresented here is the eχtendible nature of the exchange. The
disadvantage of sｕむha model is that it becomes more difficult to distinguish the exchange
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boundaries. This problem would be simplified by considering an “Ｎ”ﾂdsｿthe marker of ａ
new exchange in a unit similar to that proposed∇by Hoey ･(1993)ダ=ｗ･hopresents the case for
what he terras “the eχchange compleχ”，ａ unit above the rank of eχchange. He suggests
that the “exchange complex”should be considered as 尽＼“rank", taking the place of thむ
“transaction” in the original model, stating (1993:118寸19):
　　Because the　exchange　complex　has　not　been　positedレthere　has　been no　systematic
　　exploration within the Sine!air-Coulthard tradition of the possibility:of such ａ unit forming
　　“interactive text'≒nor has it been suggested that exchanges might combine to form text.
HO ey　proposes　different kinds　of structures　t㈲t define　the　relationship　between　the
exchanges that make 可）“ｅχchangecompleχｅs’∵Onesuch compleχ depends on the notion of
“subordination”borrowed from sentence grammar.･.Ｔｏ。representsubordinated structures,
Hoey proposes “a branched structure'≒illustratedin fig 3 below.
A branched structure postulates ａ series of parallelﾚpairs,each pair beingﾚsubordinated to
one initiation. Hoey (1993:122) illustrates this structure with the following eｘａ皿piein
sample 13 below from the data of Sinclair and Coulthard (1975).　　　　　　　　　　．･
Sample １３　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　. ‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
　　　Teacher: What's the name ｏｆ:each of those?
　　Pupil 1:　Paper clip　　　　　　　・ ･.　・・　.･　　　･･　･:
　　　Teacher: Paper clip
　　　Pupil 2:　Nail　　　　　　　　　　　‥　　　犬　　‥　＼
　　　Teacher: nail　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　‥‥ ‥‥
　　　Pupil 3:　Nut and　bolt　　　　　＼　‥‥‥
　　　Teacher: Ｎｕ卜and bolt.　　　　こ　　　　‥　‥‥‥‥
Sinclair and Coulthard (1975:55) analyse this sample as IRF(Ib)RF(Ib)RF, proposing　a
bound initiation,“lb”, which is“only realized by nomination”. They add that the “Ｆ”
preceding the “lb”“contains no evaluation”. The elliptical“lb” elements already suggest an
intimate link between the three exchanges proposed by Sinclair =and Coulthard.
Hoey considers that ａ subordinating branched ･･structure can satiりfactorily:account for the
discourse in sample 13 above, which can then be considered: to be one unit, an “exchange
compleχ”.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　●
●　●●●●●●●●　　　●●　　　●●
????
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Hoey's new rank provides ａ useful means of presenting such discourse as one composite
unit, while at the same time avoiding the shortcoming of having exchanges　that are
theoretically infinitely recursive. However, the status of the third “Ｆ”element in Hoey's
analysis requires further attention. Hoey states (op. cit.:122) that “although we are not
privy to the intonation used in the final teacher utterance it seems likely that it marked
the end of the series［.コbringing the exchange complex to ａ recognizable end”. The final
teacher utterance referred to is marked F＊　above. While the first two “Ｒ-Ｆ”pairs are
indeed parallel,it is the final pair that is different; the teacher maintains the unit open
with the first two so-called“Ｆ”elements, but terminates it with the third. As Hoey points
out, the final“Ｆ”is almost ｃｅパainlycontrasted by intonation from the other two.
The discourse in sample 13 below consists of seven elements. Using the model presented in
figure two above, thisｅχample can be analysed as one exchange with the structure:I-R-N-R-
N-R-T.
Sample 13 (re-analysed)
Teacher:　What's the name of each of those ？
Pupil 1:　Paper clip
Teacher:　Paper clip
Pupil 2:　Nail
Teacher:　Nail
Pupil 3:　Nut and　bolt
Teacher:　Nut and bolt.
???????
Martin (1992: 32-91) provides a detailed explanatory account of longer negotiated exchange
structure within a framework of systemic analysis. Martin (op.cit.:74) suggests that
exchanges “may in principle be indefinitely prolonged'≒　and thatヅ‘the exchange cannot
proceed towards closure until some consensus is reached”(1992:73). He gives examples
(op.cit.:74) of longer exchanges which are maintained open by means of what he classifies
as “challenges” after Burton (1980). It is assumed that the notion of “consensus” makes no
assumptions about the roles and status of the participants and does not imply equal status
a-priori. A more powerful participant, for example, may be able to impose closure.
Although ａ counter analysis of the subordinated structures in sample 13 above has now
been presented, suggesting that the seven elements of structure can also be seen as one
exchange, the notion of subordination within an “exchange complex”has not been rejected.
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Exchaりge Chains　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　上 ．･ト　　■■■■■■･■　　■　・　■■　　･■■　　　　　　■
The application of the model in figure two above 如 the whole data corpus ａ卜ｏ revealed
links between exchanges in longer stretches of discourse. It will ｎと）ｗbe尚suggested　仙ａt
exchanges are often “chained” together in 七己acher-whole-group interaction. The links in the
chain that follow the first chain initiation and its resp:onse are similar to the subordinated
structures that make up Hoey's “exchange complexes” discussed aboveﾍﾚＴｈｅ玉rst initiation
of ａ chain has ａ special status as subsequent elicitations within 仙ｅ chain are often
increasingly elliptical. An “eχchange-chain” is defined here as a complex ｄ exchanges in
which　友ｎ　the　exchanges　following　an　initiating……exchange　are　ｉｎ＼ ａトrelationship　of
subordination to it.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　.･･･..･.　･･　　　　･.･..・.　･..･　　･.・　＼　　　　犬　　．･
In the following interaction (sample 14 below), the?use of chaining is fully･established as
ａ common pattern of discourse in the lesson.　　犬　　　　　　　　　　　　･:
Sample 14　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Qdat8
T　What does it mean release?
　　Yes…？
Ｉ
SI　The people…theone who we apologizefor
Ｒ
T (interrupting) apologizing (2) Ｎ
S　(maintaining turn) for him Ｒ
T　for him（3） Ng
S2 (unclear)…to give a chance.
Ｒ
T　give him a chance （4）
　　Yeah, we mean …yeah
Ng
S3　leave him Ｒ
T　leave him （5） Ng
S4　say,“don't worry” Ｒ
T　say don't worry･
　　　What else in English ？
　　　Yeah. (6)
Ng
S5　say,“never mind”， Ｒ
T　say, never mind. (7)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　尚 Ng
S6　say,“forgive”. Ｒ
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T　say, forgive him （8） Ng
S7 “don't think about itﾌﾞ’ Ｒ
T　don't think about it.（9） Ng
S8　say,“that's OK”. Ｒ
T　OK. That's right.That's right. Thanks. Ｔ
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The “Ng”is used　for ａ negotiation　that　both encapsulated　the student's response by
repeating it and, at the same time, prospects further chained contributions from the group,
which is contrasted with the solely encapsulating function of the“Ｔ”，
A problem of analysis occurs with the negotiations, numbered (4) and (6), in sample 14
above. There appear to be two acts here. The first act repeats丿he stude?s response,
thereby accepting it, but there is also ａ separate elicitation （”What else in English ?”in
6). Two analyses seem possible here: “Ｔ-lg” 6ｒ simply “Ng”. The first acknowledges the
two separate acts, whereas the second － which is used here一sees the two acts as fulfilling
the same role in the structure. It is the referring tone of the first act, produced at the
same pitch level as the second, which suggests that the second act is not dissociable from
the first.　The first part　－ “say　don't worry” －　encapsulates　the　preceding　part. Its
intonation indicates that the following elicitation is redundant.
The occurrence of ellipsis in such chains rather supports the view of an exchange complex
than of ａ longer version of the exchange itself. The detailed analysis of a longer stretch of
discourse indicates that　a combination　of the new formulation of　exchange　structure
outlined above and Hoey's notion of ｅχchange complexes, allows some progress to be made
in suggesting formal links within longer stretches of discourse. While further investigation
in this area is clearly desirable, it should also be clear that　a　focus on what　can　be
revealed at the heart of interactive exchange is also　an essential element of discourse
analysis.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　，
It is also regrettable that the choice potential of intonation could not be integrated into
this model of eχchange structure. It is clear that intonation provides important clues into
the　identity　of exchange　elements, but no　direct relationship　could be found　between
elements of exchange structure and intonation patterns. Coulthard (1992:37) emphasizes the
principle thaレ“there is no necessary one-to-one relationship between particular paralinguis-
tic cues and interactional significance”affirming also that“it　is　contrasts　and　not
absolute values that are important”. An interactive model of intonation is therefore best
seen as ａ means of supplementing information available from other sources about the way
participants structure interaction from the intonational choices that ａｒeいavailable to them.
Brazil (1981:40) presents intonation as a separate area of choice potential, stating:･
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There seemed to be ａ good reason ｆｏｒ∧postulating a conceptually･･.･separable area　of
meaning　potential, wholly　realised　by　intonation, and　requiring　for　its　explication
reference to interrelated aspects of the here-and-now discourse setting of the utterance
concerned.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼　　　　　．．　十ﾚ　●●●●●●　　　●●●●●　●●
This view of intonation has been developed as part of a widerダappr･oach to　describing
spoken language (see Brazil 1995) which emphasizes speech as interacポve behaviour.　His
system is aimed at elucidating the “here-and-now” proce串白9f communication∇as cooperative
and purposeful ･behaviour rather than at describing the regular choice patterns of ･speakers
in particular conteχts.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　一一　　　　　＜　　く・　..．　ニ　　▽　　づ　　.･
Conclusions　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　△〕
Practical problems of analysing a data corpus aりd theoretical］problemsﾄraised by Levinson
(1983) have led to a revised model for analysing interactive structure at exchange level in
one particular research context. The most salient kind of exchanges in the data ＣＯかus,
elicitiねgexchanges, were chosen as the central focus……foranalyがis. In the revised model 0f
exchange　structure, a　fourth　element,“Ｎ”，h卵　been presented　as　an　essential　choice
available　to participants　at　each　stage　of　an　eliciting　exchange.　In　this　way, while
respecting the basic simplicity of the I-R-F structure√theｹﾞ泌odel also tak:es into account the
dynamic way in which participants negotiate interaction.
A system ｏ゛fdynamic choices h臨 been ･･preferredﾄtoｊ/ synoptiかrepresentatioねof eχchange
structure. The strength of a structural approach itself, however, is still to facilitate the
description of regular and stable patterns of interaction within a large da･ta corpus.･ The
potential reference to the “here-and-now”intonatio姐l choices……of｡parti･cipaねts(See Brazil
1994 & 1995) and to the choice of acts available to speakers wりen they make an interactive
contribution at exchange level is an indication that even a simplified repr:esentation of
discourse must have ａ means of representing not ｏ?y尚the regular and relatively stable
patterns of discourse, but also the unpredictable side of social interaction during which
participants are continually adjusting to each others' contributions.
The basic model outlined here can provide a desciΓiption of clasうｒｏｏｍ･interactionwith very
little reference to any features of the　situational　context. A　structural model　is also
sensitive tｏ･context, in particular∧to the tenor ･of interaction, laying the foundations for
the later analysis of the pedagogical roles of 仙e participants in interaction. The actual
distribution　of　available　interactive　choices　will　provide　independent　and　indisputable
evidence for ａ subsequent pedagogical interpretationレFor examうle, no interpretation of the
pedagogical purposes of a teacher's contributions is made untilユheir observable conse-
quences have been described in some detail. Ａ non-pedagogical stage of structural analysis
allows us to present subsequent pむdagogical interpretations of classroom interaction with
more confidence and makes us more critical about the feasibility of any suggestions we
may make for pedagogical reform.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　十
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